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Abstract:  

The digital TV switchover provides a rare opportunity for the development of innovative 

wireless services and the introduction of advanced new technologies into the television white 

spaces (TVWS). From the perspective of the EU funded COGEU project, this paper proposes 

several approaches to leverage the value of the TVWS namely secondary spectrum trading, the 

commons and prioritization for LTE, WiFi and Public Safety systems as representative use cases 

respectively. The COGEU reference model, which consists of an intermediary broker, a geo-

location database and associated protocols, is introduced.  The main capabilities and system 

requirements of the reference model are discussed. Secondary spectrum trading is presented as 

well as application use cases discussed. 
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1 Introduction  

The current global move to switch from analogue to digital TV has opened up an opportunity for 

the re-allocation of valuable spectrum resource in the VHF/UHF bands in two ways. First, 

spectrum bands once used for analogue TV broadcasting will be completely cleared – leaving a 

space for deploying new licensed wireless services. Second, digital television technology 

geographically interleaves spectrum bands to avoid interference between neighboring stations – 

leaving a space for deploying new wireless services. For the European Commission, the Digital 

Dividend (i.e., cleared spectrum and geographical interleaved spectrum) constitutes a great 

opportunity to achieve important goals of the EU Lisbon strategy, especially in the area of 

providing mobile broadband Internet access [8]. The focus of this paper is on the utilization of 

TVWS from the perspective of the EU funded COGEU project (Cognitive radio systems for an 

efficient sharing of TV white spaces in European context) [9]. 

Regulators in the European context asserts the importance of improved efficiency in the overall 

spectrum usage and facilitating access to new spectrum opportunities [1]. For example, the 

RSPG [2] asserts that: “a large amount of spectrum (83.5MHz plus more than 400MHz) is 

already available for WiFi applications in 2.4 GHz and 5GHz bands respectively. However the 

UHF TV broadcasting band offers different and better characteristics.” An important task 

remains in the area of devising methods for enabling the efficient usage of the resource. These 

includes  ways for discovering portions of unused spectrum, management of spectrum usage 

rights, dynamic selection of frequencies, as well as harmonization of technologies and policies 

among the EU member states. Efficient usage of the TVWS will mostly emerge if approached in 
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an organized way, whereas at the EU member states level, harmonization would vitalize the 

growth of wealth emanating from the economies-of-scale of TVWS devices.  

Despite the inherent good RF propagation qualities, the use of TVWS still faces technological 

challenges originating from protection and co-existence constraints. Protection refers to the 

vertical relationship between the incumbent and secondary spectrum user, where the secondary 

spectrum user is not required to cause significant interference to incumbent devices. On the other 

hand, co-existence refers to a horizontal relationship between secondary users to be able to 

harmoniously share the resource without interfering each other. This could be achieved through 

exclusive usage, commons sharing, or prioritization of the TVWS. Furthermore, interference 

avoidance maybe achieved by mounting costly spectrum sensing capabilities to user devices, or 

through geo-location database access, or a combination of both; so as to alert the transmitting 

device on the presence of other transmitters (or receivers). This information empowers the device 

with the capability to make informed choices on transmitting parameters to maximize capacity 

and minimize interference.  

This paper brings several approaches to the table for consideration in achieving efficient usage of 

the TVWS. Specifically, a spectrum allocation architecture based on an intermediary entity, i.e. 

the broker, to enable the exploitation of the TVWS is proposed. The COGEU approach moves 

away from the binary choice of optimizing current spectrum or buy new spectrum with exclusive 

rights by considering a 3rd option of spectrum supply through secondary spectrum trading and 

new spectrum commons in TVWS.  

The main objective of this paper is to highlight the innovative TVWS allocation approaches that 

the COGEU project is undertaking in order to achieve efficient usage at the European level. 
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Unique to the COGEU project is TV white space allocation through the COGEU Broker in 

relation to identified key representative scenarios, namely 

a. Secondary Spectrum Trading for application scenarios that require QoS guarantee such as 

LTE over TVWS, 

b. Spectrum Commons for best effort systems such as WiFi over TVWS, 

c. Prioritization of TVWS access for emergency situations in Public Safety systems. 

In the following sections, the paper introduces the availability of the TVWS from the EU 

perspective. An alternative way to exploit the TVWS from the COGEU project perspective is 

presented. The COGEU reference model, which consists of an intermediary broker, a geo-

location database and associated protocols, is introduced.  The main capabilities and system 

requirements of the reference model are discussed. Secondary spectrum trading is presented as 

well as application use cases discussed. Then the COGEU systems requirements are summarized. 

Lastly, the paper is concluded.  

2 TVWS availability in Europe 

In the European context, the available resources for white spaces usage may differ strongly from 

country to country as well as locally. Results from [3][4][5] show that White Spaces are present 

and fragmented in European countries. They are typically more abundant in rural areas, with 

larger contiguous blocks of unused channels available, as broadcast network planning priorities 

are linked to population density. Even with the introduction of new services by broadcasters, 

TVWS will not disappear. This persistence is due to the DVB-T planning around relatively 

inflexible “high power- high tower” distribution networks. Whilst roll-out and operating costs 

may be lower with such sparse networks, they impose a cost in terms of spectrum efficiency that 

can be used as an opportunity for TVWS devices.  
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The target frequencies of cognitive systems proposed in this paper are the upper band of the 

cleared spectrum, i.e. from 662 MHz (channel 45) to 790 MHz (channel 60) – a total of 128 

MHz. The proposed systems address mobile and nomadic applications where compact antennas 

are required. Figure 1 presents an example of available TVWS in a specific location and time 

whereas the colors represent the allowed maximum transmission power level for each channel. 

Such information is used to map the availability of TVWS. Mapping the available TVWS allows 

better utilization by providing important information to decision makers on the efficient 

allocation of the resource as well as proper planning for non interfering co-existence of TVWS 

systems operating in the bands. The interference limitation thresholds are set in order to protect 

primary systems and control the transmission power of cognitive radio devises. The maximum 

allowed transmit power is computed in order to comply with the co-channel and adjacent 

channels protection rules of primary systems set by the regulators. Moreover, the geographical 

pattern for the availability of TVWS is affected by factors like wireless signals propagation 

properties like shadowing, fading, as well as station/device design factors such as antenna 

pattern, maximum transmission power, etc. In case where channels are available in a given 

geographical location, the results enables TVWS systems to determine how much transmit power 

to use, and also what kind of modulation to utilize depending on the fragmentation of available 

DVB-T channels.  
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Figure 1: Example of TVWS opportunities pool in a geographic area showing the distribution of 

the opportunities observed in different times and TV channels. 

TVWS survey in Europe enables to identify that valuable spectrum is available in Europe and 

can be utilized by new sophisticated systems enabled by cognition technologies. In this context 

and by taking into account that TVWS are present in European countries, this paper introduces 

novel approaches to exploit them. The approaches aim at providing opportunities for current 

service providers who intends to increase their coverage, new entrants, as well as emergency 

situations.  

3 The COGEU Alternative  

Technological innovation for new startups and capacity extension for current operators are the 

main drivers for the need of additional spectrum. When extra spectrum is required to support a 

specific service with multidimensional requirements (including coverage, bandwidth, QoS, 

access duration, price), the service provider has several options to obtain the needed resource, as 

shown in Figure 2. They are: 

I. Optimization of current own spectrum: The service provider may improve the 
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efficiency of the spectrum they own through introducing better frequency planning, 

creating better coexistence strategies or re-assign own spectrum, i.e, through the 

WAPECS European initiative that allows a technology neutral use of spectrum [10][11]. 

This option is not always possible since current wireless networks are usually spectral 

efficient. Further, this option is not applicable to new startups since they are considered 

not to have spectrum resources.   

II. Purchase of new spectrum with exclusive rights: The service provider that envisions a 

nationwide market dimension to leverage economies of scale and international 

harmonization is more likely to buy new spectrum with exclusive rights, e.g., the  digital 

dividend band (790-862 MHz) that  has been released after the analogue TV switch off. 

This may lead to the “Winner’s Curse” phenomenon in case the bid winner with 

incomplete information overpays to obtain spectrum and encounters poor market 

response to the services offered. Moreover, this approach may be prohibitively costly to 

entrants who are normally constrained in terms of capital. 

III. COGEU approach: The TVWS offers several options both for existing service providers 

who want to increase their capacity or coverage and for entrants who want to venture in 

innovative wireless service provision. The TVWS can be obtained in terms of 

temporarily exclusive rights purchased from a secondary market or through unlicensed 

commons usage. In case of emergency situation, spectrum usage priority is given to the 

public safety networks.   
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Figure 2: Alternative for new spectrum 

The COGEU approach is an attractive alternative and the advantages of secondary trading might 

be easy to perceive. In general, secondary spectrum markets help to promote efficient allocation, 

assignment and use of spectrum. They offer opportunities for licence holders to trade licences or 

lease spectrum when demand and supply conditions change as a result of changes in technology, 

business strategy and/or regulatory incentives.  

4 The COGEU Reference Model  

COGEU will consider a centralized topology with a spectrum Broker trading with players. The 

spectrum broker controls the amount of bandwidth and power assigned to each user in order to 

keep the desired QoS and interference below the interference limits. The COGEU reference 

model, shown in Figure 3, sub-divides the COGEU system into conceptual blocks connected by 

protocols. Functionally, the reference model can be seen as consisting of:  

A. COGEU Broker 

B. Geo-location Database 

C. Protocols 

 The key capabilities and requirements of the mentioned functional entities are discussed in the 

subsequent sections.  

• Secondary Spectrum Market
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• New spectrum commons bands
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Figure 3: COGEU reference model with cellular, WiFi and Public Safety networks operating in 

TVWS 

4.1  COGEU broker 

The COGEU Broker is a centralized intermediary that orchestrates the exploitation of the TVWS 

in the COGEU reference framework. The Broker has the following capabilities:  

i. Trading mechanism: to provide mechanism for accomplishing spectrum acquisition 

transaction. When a player needs extra spectrum, then he/she goes to the market to buy 

spectrum resources (TVWS) available. The Broker is an intermediary agent that lets the 

spectrum supply and demand sides meet and accomplish spectrum transaction. 

ii. Price discovery: to enable the Broker to allocate the spectrum to the most valuable 

players, using for instance auction mechanisms. 

iii. Dynamic TVWS allocation: the Broker through its trading mechanism and price discovery 
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matches the player’s requirement with available resource and thus allocates the TVWS 

based on preset rules. The TVWS allocation mechanism implements an algorithm that 

uses information from the database to determine the TVWS bands and power at which a 

secondary user (player) should be allowed to operate to avoid spectrum fragmentation, 

optimize QoS and guarantee fairness in TVWS access. 

iv. Regulatory policies and coexistence requirements: stores regulatory policies for the 

specification of secondary spectrum usage rights and obligations, prioritization of TVWS 

access, the minimum set of information that parties to a spectrum trade must disclose, and 

approaches to the protection of competition needs to be stored in a database (e.g. there 

may be spectrum aggregation caps that limit monopolistic entities and promote 

competition and universal service requirements). In addition it stores technical 

coexistence requirements between secondary users of TVWS considering mutual 

interaction between TVWS users. 

v. Registration and validation: tracing users of the broker’s service is achieved through a 

registration and validation mechanism. To support secure spectrum trading, a security 

framework is required to prevent unauthorized spectrum access. 

 

4.2 Geo-location Database 

The key functionality of the geo-location database is the protection of incumbent systems. It 

stores the TVWS opportunities maps (spectrum pool). The database is populated through 

interference analysis by generating coverage maps of DVB-T and PMSE (Program Making and 

Special Events) systems and then tuning them by real measurements. 
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4.3 Protocols 

Protocols enable communication between various entities within and without the COGEU 

reference framework to achieve various goals such as querying for spectrum availability 

information, negotiating spectrum prices, user registration and validation, etc. Negotiation 

protocols for trading spectrum rights, in particular, allow the supply and demand parties to 

negotiate on the most feasible spectrum price. Buyers may use a compact and yet expressive 

bidding format to express their desired spectrum usage and willingness to pay based on 

conditions such as spectrum band size, transmit power operating conditions, location, coverage, 

radio access technology, etc. A good bidding protocol should provide expressive but concise 

bids, like the Piecewise Linear Price-Demand (PLPD) Bids proposed in [13].  

Protocols for notifying spectrum availability information provides the communicating parties 

with information on the alternative frequency bands. This type of protocols may be extended to a 

TVWS availability recommendation model like the one used by Amazon to recommend book 

titles.  

Control protocols enable the Broker to manage the acquisition of TVWS from various sources 

such as networks, radio environment, sensing devices, etc. They can also provide procedures and 

command information for the Broker to retrieve the list of available channels and maximum 

allowed power to be transmitted in the TVWS from the geo-location database.  

The above mentioned protocols form a language through which COGEU system functional 

entities communicate within and without. The communication enables negotiation of TVWS, 

notification of TVWS availability, location, registration, validation etc; for the efficient 

exploitation of the TVWS through the proposed framework.  
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5 COGEU application scenarios 

The architecture will support three types of application modes: spectrum trading, spectrum 

commons and prioritization which are envisioned for applications such as LTE extension over 

TVWS, WiFi extension to the TVWS and Public Safety respectively [6][7]. These systems 

support different topologies including cellular for LTE, ad hoc and infrastructure for WiFi and 

Mesh for Public Safety systems.  

5.1 LTE extension over TVWS  

A key characteristic of LTE technology is its suitability for deployment in scalable bandwidths 

ranging from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz. What is more, it can operate in all 3GPP frequency bands in 

paired and unpaired spectrum allocations. In practical terms, the actual performance achievable 

with LTE depends on the bandwidth allocated for services, and not the choice of the spectrum 

band itself. This gives operators considerable flexibility in their commercial and technical 

strategies. Deployed at higher frequencies, LTE is attractive for strategies focused on network 

capacity, whereas at lower frequencies it can provide ubiquitous cost-effective coverage. 

Using the TVWS bands and the COGEU approach it is feasible to reduce the number of BS's, 

providing the same or even higher throughputs. This is very important to both the network 

operator and the users: to the network operator, because it decreases the CAPEX (Capital 

Expenditures) and OPEX (Operational Expenditures); and to the users, since they can experience 

better services. Despite the benefits that clearly come from extending the LTE use to the TVWS 

bands, like in terms of increased coverage and system capacity, there are constraints imposed by 

the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the network operators\service providers and the 

user, which defines the minimum QoS that should be provided. Consequently, the allocation of 
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the TVWS should ensure the exclusivity of the spectrum usage and low interference levels in 

order to guarantee the QoS to the user. Regarding this, the secondary spectrum market proposed 

by COGEU is a suitable regime to guarantee QoS for LTE systems whenever they extend their 

services to the TVWS. 

Technically, the extension of LTE over TVWS can be facilitated by the use of the carrier 

aggregation feature where multiple LTE “component carriers” are aggregated on the physical 

layer to provide the necessary bandwidth [12]. 

5.2 WiFi with cognitive access to TVWS 

One of the potential application scenarios is the usage of TVWS bands by WiFi devices / 

infrastructure. The idea is to sense the availability of TVWS spectrum and using them by WiFi 

devices, capable of working in the TVWS band. WiFi is a low cost mature technology which can 

be benefited by migrating from 2.4GHz to the lower UHF range.  

Range extension is one of the benefits of using WiFi in the TVWS. If one considers the 

simplified scenario where the free space loss formula can be used, usage of the 2.4GHz band 

suggests a maximum transmission range of 250m. However, if the service is migrated to the 

500MHz (TVWS) then the maximum transmission range becomes 1.2km, which suggests a 

significant range benefit at the max sustainable connection rate of 54Mbps. 

The COGEU approach for allocating the TVWS to WiFi application is through the spectrum 

commons way.  

5.3 Public safety applications over TVWS  

Public safety has a very limited frequency allocation: the only harmonized public safety band in 
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Europe (380-385 MHz/390-395 MHz) is heavily congested with several different systems as 

shown in Figure 4 . The application of cognitive technologies to address TVWS could definitely 

help mitigate the problem. 

 

Figure 4: Wireless mesh network to improve public safety intervention. 

Several alternatives exist for the future technologies for Public safety users. One is the possibility 

to use overlays to existing systems, such as TETRA enhanced data Services. The other is through 

commercially available wireless broadband technologies (e.g. WiMAX or LTE). The latter could 

offer economies of scale due to superior handset availability but may not be sufficiently reliable 

as they are optimized for different objectives than Public safety networks. Moreover, the 

development of the cognitive systems enabling Public Safety systems to access TVWSs can be a 

viable alternative, and thus alleviating congestion in the common band.  

The COGEU spectrum broker can easily integrate a prioritizing mechanism that assigns extra 

spectrum (TVWS) for a specific disaster area based on spectrum availability information 

provided by the geo-location database.  
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6 The secondary spectrum trading  

Spectrum trading denotes a mechanism whereby rights to use spectrum are transferred from one 

party to another for a certain price or based on some utility exchange agreements. This 

contributes to a more efficient use of frequencies because a trade will only take place if the 

spectrum is worth more to the new user than it was to the old user, and therefore reflecting the 

greater economic benefit the new user expects to derive from the acquired spectrum. The goal is 

to facilitate transfers by establishing a swift and inexpensive mechanism. If neither the buyer nor 

the seller behave irrationally or misjudge the transaction, and if the trade does not cause external 

effects (e.g., anti-competitive behavior or intolerable interference), then it can be assumed that 

spectrum trading contributes to greater economic efficiency and boosts transparency by revealing 

the true opportunity cost of the spectrum.  

The TVWS however brings another challenge to spectrum trading, namely white space 

availability information. Since the exploitation of the TVWS is under a secondary spectrum 

usage umbrella, ensuring the reliability of TVWS opportunities is vital for successful 

deployment of wireless services with varying QoS guarantee. COGEU approach is to provide a 

platform where TVWS availability information will be obtained through the COGEU broker. 

The broker will benefit from trading reliable TVWS availability information.  

Figure 5  shows spectrum rights, information and cash flows in the COGEU model. As can be 

seen in the figure, the model allows the sharing of revenue by all the TVWS stakeholders, 

namely the regulator, incumbents (broadcasters), geo-location database and other spectrum 

sellers. Transparency on revenue sharing model will allow innovative business models to 

flourish and hence promote the efficient usage of the TVWS.  
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Figure 5: COGEU business models for spectrum trading 

The information of TVWS will be stored, managed and distributed by the broker based on the 

dynamic resource allocation algorithms. The broker may directly charge secondary spectrum 

users for using its TVWS spectrum availability service based on fixed or negotiated fees derived 

from market-driven rules. Apart from direct cash involvement, another model of revenue 

collection is through a Google-like advertising model, where the Broker collects advertisement 

fees by providing TVWS availability information to potential users. Furthermore, there are 

conditions where the Broker may not be needed. These include the commons and prioritized 

usage of TVWS. The commons forms an alternative for using the TVWS for free but without 

QoS guarantee – this can be achieved without the participation of the Broker. Another situation 

is during emergency where Public Safety systems’ are given high priority and not charged. In an 

emergency mode, the Broker is technically not needed. 

Spectrum trading mechanism is directed towards TVWS users who demand QoS guarantee. 

Therefore, LTE systems are considered to be one of the beneficiaries of the secondary spectrum 
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trading mechanism proposed by COGEU. LTE systems are to benefit from extension to the 

TVWS bands through increased radio coverage and system capacity, whereas exclusivity of the 

spectrum use will ensure that the constraints imposed by the SLA (Service Level Agreement) 

between the network operators/service providers  and the user, which defines  the minimum QoS 

are accounted for. 

The commons model is ideal for services without QoS guarantee such as internet connectivity 

provided through WiFi.  The spectrum commons represents a point of view where coexistence 

with incumbent systems (DVB-T, PMSE) is assured via control of interference levels rather than 

by fixed spectrum assignment and coordination. The absence of the spectrum license 

requirement to provide wireless access service is the key factor which has promoted the success 

of WiFi. As mentioned above, this can be achieved without the involvement of the Broker. 

Public Safety systems also need the allocation of TVWS to alleviate the congestion in their 

common band. The COGEU approach is to allocate the TVWS through prioritization. 

Prioritization means that the spectrum is free but exclusively used. The idea is that during 

emergency situations, the spectrum usage priority is given to first responder systems. Moreover, 

in the future, wireless communications devices could be enhanced with safety mode where 

during emergency, the device connects to public safety networks to inform first responders on its 

whereabouts so that the victim is easily identified and found. 

Successful exploitation of the TVWS depends on the development of viable business models for 

both spectrum and wireless service provision. As COGEU targets mobile and nomadic systems, 

a functioning distributed spectrum trading or provision mechanism to support the availability of 

TVWS is critical for seamless connectivity. Mainly, the availability of channels for the operation 
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of COGEU use case systems depends on the location: in rural areas, a higher TVWS availability 

is expected compared to dense urban areas due to differing spectrum congestion levels. Mobile 

users operating exclusively in TVWS may feel different user experiences depending on their 

location. Therefore, it is expected that an exploitation model where the mobile systems in the 

TVWS complement existing networks which use other parts of spectrum such as WiFi, LTE or 

Public Safety systems would be feasible. 

7 Overview of COGEU system requirements 

Robust incumbent protection and QoS provisioning impose significant design challenges and 

shape the design choices of COGEU system. The key COGEU system requirements are 

identified and listed in this deliverable as shown in Table 1. 

COGEU system 
requirement 

Comment 

Incumbent protection COGEU approach is combining the use of geo-location database together with 
autonomous sensing. The database protects DVB-T and professional PMSE systems 
that can be planned in advance. Other PMSE users such as ENG shall be protected 
trough autonomous sensing. 

Coexistence between 
TVWS secondary 
users 

The system shall be able to facilitate coexistence with other secondary systems 
operating in TVWS. This is done through dynamic TVWS allocation mechanisms 
based on protection rules specified for each combination (e.g. LTE over TVWS vs. 
WiMAX over TVWS). 

QoS requirements COGEU system has to provide means to support applications with different QoS 
requirements, such as transmission rate, delay and jitter. Proactive resource allocation 
strategies adopted by COGEU will alleviate QoS degradation caused by delay due to 
spectrum availability information collection, database access and reconfiguration before 
transmitting; and hence enable the support of QoS sensitive services.  

Coverage  Coverage is limited by the maximum allowed transmit power that depends on the co-
channel and adjacent channels protection requirements implemented. The maximum 
allowed power is provided by the geo-location database. The path loss gain (e.g. a 
difference of 10 dB comparing 700 MHz to 2.1 GHz) can be partly destroyed by 
inefficient compact antennas which is a constraint in the COGEU system design. 

Mobility  Mobility management shall be supported across heterogeneous cognitive radio 
networks in TVWS. The target for the COGEU approach for mobility management in 
TV white spaces is to achieve the handoff latency of less than 50 ms in order to support 
most of real time applications. This will be achieved through pro-active context aware 
enabled mobility management. 

Secondary spectrum The use of the spectrum in a secondary trading regime should track the most 
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trading  economically advantageous use of the spectrum in a more fluid and nimble manner than 
is possible under a Command and Control model. COGEU considers a regulatory 
regime that allows a fast re-assignment of spectrum ownership. 

Efficient use of 
TVWS 
 

Efficient use of TVWS will be achieved through dynamic TVWS allocation 
mechanism. Once the player needs spectrum resources it consults the Broker and 
provides its GPS location and intended emission power, coverage area, etc. After 
receiving the information, the Broker through its trading mechanism matches the player 
requirement with available resource. In this way, the fragmentation of TVWS shall be 
minimized. 

Emergency Services 
prioritization  

In an emergency event, centralized COGEU system temporarily rescinding non-
emergency utilization of the TVWS in the specific areas of need while giving higher 
priority to emergency services. 

Maximum operation 
power and power 
control 

The maximum allowed power for TVWS operation is not pre-fixed. COGEU doesn’t 
assume artificial power limits. The power level is limited by the geo-location database 
information for protection of incumbent systems. Power control shall be implemented 
in COGEU transceivers. 

Location information TVWS users should be able to provide its (geographic) location information to the 
Broker so that the database can provide spectrum availability information specific for 
that location. The system may obtain its location information through GPS. A 100 m 
resolution is required. 

Geo-location 
database access 

The system should be able to access geo-location database to retrieve spectrum 
availability information (TVWS pool) through the Internet. 

Autonomous sensing In COGEU autonomous sensing is mandatory for PMSE and optional for DVB-T 
signals (which are mainly protected by the geo-location database). Detection thresholds 
are adopted from current regulatory framework. The system should provide a signaling 
channel for reporting local sensing data and supports centralized cooperative sensing. 

TVWS aggregation Spectrum aggregation techniques will be used to shape the CR signal (OFDM based) 
and to take advantage of fragmented TVWS opportunities. 

Frequency scanning  COGEU operation band starts from channel 40 to channel 60 (622 MHz-790MHz). 
Efficient SDR platform, RF modules and compact antennas are required to operate in 
this band. 

Regulatory 
enforcement  

For regulatory enforcement, the database can be used in identifying the source of 
harmful interference where it occurs and may enable a “remote de-activation” of the 
device. 

COGEU GUI The system should have a web interface able to allow players to follow the secondary 
market activity, communicate with the broker and negotiate spectrum rights in real 
time. 

Complexity The system should minimize complexity of the architecture and protocols. This will be 
achieved in part by using the geo-location database access that moves terminal 
complexity to the core network side. The price of the TVWS devices must be 
affordable to potentiate the market entrance, therefore COGEU will take into account 
the complexity and implementation challenges of the solutions investigated. 

System evolution The database shall have the ability to be dynamically updated to continuously adjust 
interference protection parameters in line with the evolution of incumbent standards 
(e.g. DVB-T2). In fact, COGEU must not block the evolution of incumbent systems.  

Regulatory changes The COGEU system should be able take advantage of regulatory changes in incumbent 
protection requirements, like the reduction or elimination of autonomous sensing 
requirements currently considered by some regulators like the FCC.  
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Table 1: COGEU Systems Requirements 

8 Conclusion and Perspectives   

The COGEU project envisions exploiting the TVWS as tradable and flexible spectrum to expand 

the range of spectrum available over which key services can be provided with QoS guarantee for 

systems such as LTE. Moreover, in case there are no spectrum buyers, a commons approach is 

envisioned for systems like WiFi which operate on best effort bases. In case of Public Safety 

system, COGEU proposes to use prioritization which is activated during emergency times and 

regions to provide the required spectrum resource.  
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